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Message from the

West Coast German Shepherd Schutzhund Club
Executive Board of Directors
Welcome everyone to Workweek 2015.
The West Coast club is very pleased to be able to host another
Invitational Workweek, and we appreciate that so many of you take
time and effort to attend this special event.
Every year brings with it a unique blend of people and dogs which
ensures that no Workweek is exactly the same as another.
This year we have almost 50 visitors from around North America, in
addition to the West Coast club members. We have an impressive
breadth of experience in our total attendees, which includes 2 USA
judges, a USA National winner, National level helper, and a total of
7 people who have competed at various World Championships.
In addition, we also have some raw beginners, and many in
between. The common thread is that everyone is excited by the
sport of schutzhund and the working GSD dog.
We hope you will enjoy your stay and find the event informative
and inspiring, and that you will make friends with people that would
otherwise not have met.

West Coast Executive

OWNIN
GAD
AND A OG IS A PR
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Alfred vom Hackstein

Sire: Glacko vom Schaale Tal
Dam: Richi’s Alegra

... Coming at you in 2015
Loaded with energy and drive, Alfred brings
everything he has to everything he does.

vom DRAGONHAUS
German Shepherds

Frank and Jeanne Novak 780-922-3955
dragonhaus.jeanne@gmail.com
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WEST COAST GERMAN
SHEPHERD SC
fund raiser

West Coast German Shepherd SC
CONTINUES SUPPORT OF POLICE CANINE UNITS IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
The people behind the people and dogs who serve and protect

2014 Mission Accomplished
Thank you for your tremendous
support in helping us reach our
2014 goal

2014 goal

A portion of the profits raised from
all the activities of the West Coast
German Shepherd SC go towards
a donation to a police canine
department in BC.

NorthWest Tank lines, DogSport
Gear and Royal Canin are the major
sponsors of all West Coast German
Shepherd SC events.

Jane Holowaty and Lance Collins of the West Coast German Shepherd
SC present cheques to the Saanich Police K9 (2014) unit and the
Vancouver Police Dog Squad (2013)

$2500.00

2015 goal
$2500.00

SAANICH POLICE K9 UNIT

$100.00
currently
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Bringing Home Buyers & Sellers Together™
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STRATEGICALLY APPLIED STRESS / CORRECTIONS
Learning theory involves using consequences of
behaviour (both positive and negative) to modify or
change existing behaviour.
Understanding strategically applied stress is a huge evolution
for a handler.

Charlotte Johnson
Memorial Award

Making the step from “showing to proofing” is the most
unnerving step for handlers, but it is intimidating for the
beginner. Once you make the commitment to the "journey"
and take the entire process on, it becomes so much easier.
It is equally important that both the handler and the dog
understand "strategically applied stress"
That means they both must understand that only corrective
actions by the dog will resolve the challenge of precise
compliance. Most handlers are lost with this concept.
One of the biggest challenges is getting older and more
experienced handlers to stop using traditional compulsion and
modern motivational trainers and beginners to understand
proofing.
Showing or introducing the dog to a new component of
training, involves using attractions to teach the dog the
benefits of doing what you ask. This enticing or luring of the
dog into doing things is marked and rewarded when the dog
complies.
Proofing each component involves the trainer deliberately
introducing distractions to teach the dog the consequences of
failing to comply with a command.
The purpose of the process is firstly, to ensure the dog knows
the consequences of both complying and not complying.
Secondly, it is to empower the dog to take immediate action to
correct a mistake or an incorrect decision.
This understanding enhances their ability to make good
decisions and eliminates unsureness.
EVERY

OUNTS

STEP C

Presented to the person(s) who contributes
to the West Coast GSSC by the building of
the club in spirit or by hand, always with a
positive attitude, quietly encouraging others
to do their best.

2014 Teresa Zurberg
2013 Helen Jones
2012 Gabi Hoffmann
2011 Angela Craddock
2010 Nancy Wong
2009 Jane Holowaty
2008 Ros Jamieson
2007 Nick Doktor

Not always in the forefront,
but always in our hearts
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DOGS
Working Dogs
The temperament for working dogs
must complement their roles. Most
importantly, they must be able to
handle stress and adversity and
work for long and arduous periods of
time.
Depending on their roles, working
dogs must be able face down,
aggressive and belligerent sheep &
cattle. Others must deal with the
challenges of natural disasters,
traumatized people, dangerous
environments like earthquakes,
avalanches, extreme weather
conditions, damaged and destroyed
buildings. Still others have to deal
with explosions, gunfire and armed
assailants.
Chaos, terror, panic and hysteria are
all challenges that selected working
dogs face in serving society.
Dangling on the end of a line
underneath a helicopter, crawling
across destroyed buildings, working
through the unstable rubble of an
earthquake or avalanche, jumping
out of an airplane and parachuting
into unknown landings zones takes
great nerves and confidence.
Mental toughness, physical
toughness, extreme fitness and a
relentless demeanor are key
ingredients of a top working dogs.
That temperament combined with
agility and excellent training
experiences gives them the tools to
excel at the jobs they are tasked to

do.
Fortunately there are dogs who live
for those challenges. The natural
ones thrive on the challenges and
live only to do more. Bumps, bruises,
and chaos are all handled with
confidence. Risk is taken in stride
and confrontation is met with
confidence and where necessary,
force.
The testing of these dogs must
reflect their roles. Certifying them for
specific roles must be based on
realistic and unbiased testing. To do
anything less is unfair to them and
the people they serve. Many dogs
will fail the tests for some of the
roles. That is expected however,
when one door closes, another
opens.
Not working a natural working
dog is as unfair as pushing an
unsuitable dog to work
Pet dogs
The ideal pet is satisfied with the
companionship provided by just
being included in the family
environment. Most people are
looking for a pet that they can treat
like any other member of the family.
Most want a partnership of minimal
distraction and personal
commitment. Good pet dogs do not
make huge demands for personal
attention on their owners, however
appreciate any they get.
While all dogs come with the same

basic drives and behaviours, the
ideal pet dog has few of the
pronounced behavioural tendencies
that make a top working dog. Pet
dogs, by design are generally
smaller in size, lower in their
determination to satisfy their natural
prey drive, physically more sensitive,
and mentally less persistent. They
are easily impressed by authority,
which translates into a cooperative
and accepting behaviour.
The culture of dogs
The term “the culture of dogs” refers
to how dogs interact in and with their
environment. Being dogs, their
behaviours are typical and
predictable however their “culture”
also includes how they establish
themselves within the social
environment. (your home, you and
your family).
Dogs are not people. If you treat a
dog like a person it will treat you
like a dog

Dog culture does not fit exactly into
the culture of people and for the pet
owner and the novice dog handler,
this will pose some challenges. As a
result, pets that do not meet the
9

DOGS
traditional “pet” criteria often find
themselves in trouble in the minimal
rules environment of a pet home.
The challenge for the handler
The schutzhund dog sport under
“International Trial Regulations” is the
most challenging of all dog sports.
Schutzhund is also far more complex,
more precise and detailed then any
other dog sport.
It combines three complex disciplines
into a single challenge. To learn to do
it well, a handler must learn all three
disciplines in detail as well as a new
language and the culture of dogs. To
excel, the handler must become an
expert in all of them.
It takes time
The dog sport is not something that
can be learned in a few months.
There is so much to learn and it takes
many years to become proficient.
Handlers have to take as much
satisfaction out of the mutual learning
process and take each step forward
as a small victory. Those who want

instant success or who are only
satisfied with the podium as the end
result will find the sport very
frustrating.
Not all dogs can do it
The underlying purpose of the sport is
to identify dogs that both can and
can’t do it. It also identifies those that
do it extremely well, those that can
just do it and all those in between.
This means that some handlers will
face the disappointment of failure
from the limitations of their dog’s
temperament.
Competing is often as much a test of
the handler’s temperament as it is for
the dogs.
There can be a big transition when
grappling with the competition aspects
of the sport. For those who have
never experienced the culture of
competitive sports this can also be
challenging.
Combining the stress of being in front
of people with the inevitable moments

of failure and it is often as big a
temperament test for the handlers as
it is for the dogs
The challenge for the dogs
The internationally recognized
standardized testing is designed to
identify dogs that are capable of the
very specific criteria, one of which is
to confidently handle adversity. It
requires the dog to face challenges
both physical and mental. Not all dogs
are equipped to handle these
challenges.
With this selection process the
capabilities become pronounced in
future generations.
The testing masquerades as a sport
but it is not designed to be achievable
for all dogs. Dogs that are found to be
incapable of facing the challenges of
those standardized tests are
redirected to alternative activities and
removed from the breeding program.
THE DOG IS
NEVER
NOT LEAR
NING
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www.miuragolf.com
-Striving for excellence-

Wishing everyone at Workweek an
outstanding experience !

W h o o s h !!

DOGS

The best talent
Schutzhund is a physical, full contact
sport. It is designed to identify those
dogs that love the physicality and the
mental challenges that it presents.
Once identified they are promoted for
competition and for breeding. They
are also desirable for service work.
The ideal dog for working and top
sport is one that has a strong natural
ability and relentless determination.
That natural ability manifests itself in
persistently energetic behaviour, a
high threshold for physical contact,
sureness in all environments, and a

reckless disregard for its own wellbeing when in pursuit of its objective.
This is generally wrapped around an
assertive personality and pronounced
problem solving tendencies.
To handle dogs with these tendencies
requires a big commitment in time
and energy. With these dogs, one
does not request co-operation and
compliance. One must insist on it.

The best partner
To trial successfully, handlers need a
dog that provides them the best
opportunity to achieve their goals.

The dog must be manageable at a
level where the handler can see
continuous progress. The dog’s
hardness and determination must not
exceed the handlers physical and
mental limits, rather it should
comfortably match their skill and
experience level.
Putting the most powerful and
dominant dog in 12a novice
handler’s hands will not spell
success. It is much better to match
the handler and dog so that they can
become a team. It is the team
compatibility that will bring the best
results.

IF YOU TREA
T A DOG
HUMAN
LIKE A
IT WILL T
R
LIKE A D EAT YOU
OG
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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE REWARDS
wriggled.

RELATIVE
PERFORMANCE
REWARDS

Challenging the behaviour
When initially teaching something
new it is best to keep most aspects
of the lesson the same, to enable the
dog to learn.

Not all behaviour is equal
Rewards can, and ultimately must,
be given intermittently to strengthen
the persistence or duration of the
desired behaviour. We need this in
order for a dog to sustain their
performance throughout a trial
routine.
It is important to vary the rewards
not just according to simple
frequency or duration of behaviour,
but by the quality of behaviour.
Always pick the best moments of the
behaviour to reward, consistent with
the particular lesson being taught.

Not all rewards are equal
Not only should the delivery of
rewards depend on the behaviour
under consideration, but the type of

reward given can also be varied.
This can help keep the dog engaged
and motivated, especially for those
dogs that are not naturally as
obsessive about tug toys as others.
Playing tug is usually the ultimate
reward for our working dogs, but
being able to play with your dog
without a tug is also valuable; and
being able to reward the dog by
patting and talking is important.
Many people think or say they
reward their dog by patting, but this
is frequently not perceived as
rewarding by the dog. Rewards must
be felt to be rewar13ding by the dog,
not by the handler.
Behaviour can be rewarded by food,
tug, patting and praise, non-tug
physical play, other activity (e.g.
jumping). In addition, not all giving of
food or toys is equal. Both can be
varied in hoe they are delivered –
handed over, or thrown or rolled or

However once a certain level of
competency is reached, it is
important to gradually push the
boundaries of the behaviour, its
context and the dog’s ability to
perform in more challenging
environments or circumstances. This
promotes understanding and is
essential for having a dog perform
reliably in varying situations
subsequently.
For example, after the dog knows
how to retrieve, get the dog to
retrieve the dumbbell from under a
chair; slightly hidden; with someone
standing on it; past a tug; or from
under a sleeve lying over the top of
the dumbbell.

9th place 2014 WUSV
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
2014 Canadian Champion
2013 Canadian Champion
2013 WUSV Team Canada
2014 IPO3 scores
WUSV
GSSCC NATNL.
WEST. REG.

93 - 95 - 96 = 284
96 - 96 - 96 = 288
97 - 96 - 98 = 291

Finn brings real power and a crushing grip in
protection; intensity and focus in tracking; and
willingness for the handler in obedience

Sire: Zender vom Lusondai Sch3 (WUSV - SG)
Dam: Prisca vom dunklen Zwinger Sch1
www.bergblickgermanshepherds.com
gchoffmann@shaw.ca
604 308 2638

finn finn finn

FINN v METTERURSPRUNG IPO3 KKl

TRAINING PROGRAM
TRAINING PROGRAM
What is your plan?
Creating a reliable, enthusiastic and
highly competitive dog requires a
well-planned and well executed
sequence of training and learning
that encourages high enthusiasm,
reliability and precision.
This planned sequence of training
has to follow proven learning
principles and must embrace the
culture of the dog (natural genetic
behaviors).

produce great technique. Properly
learning fundamentals in the right
sequence makes high performance
and consistency possible.
Creating something extraordinary
means the handler must pay
attention to detail and be patient
throughout the process.
Creating a top working dog follows
those same principles. First you find
the best talent you can and then you
follow a very careful and deliberate
plan.

Creating great athletes is about
combining talent and fundamentals to

The degree of precision and the
duration of the training is determined
by two main factors:
1. the determination of the
individual dog to work
through adversity and
resolve simple problems of
the pursuit and
2. the ability of the handler to
consistently communicate
their expectations.

AND TO

MM
ROM CO
TRAIN F OMMAND
C

PREY DRIVE CYCLE

ELEMENTS
&
SEQUENCES
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V Felix vom Metterursprung
Sire: Zender vom Lusondai
Dam: Prisca vom Dunklen Zwinger
2013 and 2014 WUSV World Championships
Relentless work ethic, power, willingness, stability

vom DRAGONHAUS
German Shepherds

Frank and Jeanne Novak
fsnovak@gmail.com

780-922-3955
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TRAINING PROGRAM

Training strategy
Our training strategy is to identify
the components that the dog needs
to know and address them one at a
time in a logical and systematic
process for every exercise. Training
to achieve that top level result
requires serious attention to detail
and to the learning process.

What does my dog need to
know to make this next
learning step easy?
Before moving ahead into any new
exercises, the question that has to
be asked is; what does the dog
need to know to be successful and
can it demonstrate the required
level of performance of the

applicable components? It is an
extremely important question that
the handler needs to ask repeatedly
throughout the training process. It is
the answers to this question that
determine the next steps in training.
Attention to the handler is one of the
8 components (building blocks) we
employ in developing obedience and
protection. It is also one of three
components that comprise every
trial exercise. Understanding and
executing it correctly is critical for
top level performances.
Consistent transfer of

techniques;
Our program is designed so that
when we have completed the

training, the dog will execute the
exercises common to all three
phases on the first command,
precisely and enthusiastically.
Heeling is the most utilized exercise
in all three phases. Because it is a
designated exercise and it connects
(or in some cases disconnects) all
the exercises into a trial routine, we
will use this as the discussion topic
but we would also apply the same
expectation to all the other common
exercises.
We train to have the dog heel on the
first command precisely and
enthusiastically from the first step to
the last in both the obedience and
protection phase.

Clearly defined fundamentals are the building blocks of our training strategy
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SIRE; Kravallo vom Schmietbauregut
DAM: Esta vom Burgestatte IPO3

IPO3

2013/14 National Championships competitor
Vwd: carrier

hips and elbows: good

cardioecho: normal

thyroid:low

“the best female Doberman in protection I have ever seen”
Lance Collins

bred to

KHAN v WARRINGHOF IPO 2
ALL HEALTH TESTING CLEAR

Litter due April 2015
For more Information

Cell: (360) 303-6334
steven.burger@comcast.net

TRAINING PROGRAM

Transferring the precision, speed and compliance in heeling achieved in obedience
into the protection phase is a deliberate process.
Heeling in the protection phase
Obedience is not compliance only
when the dog wants to but rather
obedience is compliance when the
dog really would rather attend to
something else.
For our dogs, the protection
helper/quarry is the highest form of
attraction we can artificially create.
For the handler this attraction to the
helper translates into distraction and
disobedience. It is distraction that
motivates the dog into taking short
cuts to attend to the attraction.
Training them to work correctly
through distractions is the biggest
challenge of the protection phase. It
is in this phase that we demonstrate
the true meaning of obedience.
Precise heeling in the protection
phase is achieved best by first
having a consistent execution of
heeling during levels of distraction
that are lower than those that
protection helpers bring. We then
transfer our expectations from
heeling in obedience into heeling in
protection. We do this in a very
deliberate and graduated process.
CAN OR
IEVE YOU ;
YOU BEL
’T
WHETHER ELIEVE YOU CAN
YOU B
RIGHT
YOU ARE

What the dog needs to know
before introducing heeling in
the protection phase.
Before we introduce heeling into the
protection phase the dog will be able
to execute the following
• Demonstrate a very secure,
consistent response to the
“heel” command and in doing
so, demonstrate all 3
components
(absolute
attention, sit, straight & close)
that make up the basic
position.
•

Demonstrate confidence with
the remote collar and fully
understand how to control it.

gradually increase the level of
stimulation/distraction from the
helper. We are not interested in
taking any steps at this stage.
The goal is twofold;
1. to have the dog heel
precisely through helper
distractions that greatly
exceed what exists in the trial
situation
2. to have the dog believe that
the best way to get to the
helper is to work through/with
the handler.

The more secure the dog is with all
of these parts, the easier it is to
transition the heeling with the helper
present.

Our first objective is to have the dog
focus on the handler on the first
command and maintain that focus
regardless of the actions of both the
helper or the handler. The better the
focus the fewer mistakes are made.
It is not enough that the dog’s head
is pointed in the right direction, it is
the attention of their eyes we really
want.

We then begin the heeling in the
protection phase by introducing the
dog to the basic position with the
helper present. We progress from
the helper just being present to the
helper becoming more active.

Over time we will test this ability to
the extreme and insist on precise
cooperation. We will use corrections
to reinforce the undesirability of the
dog arbitrarily disconnecting from the
handler to focus on the helper.

•

Demonstrate that they know
how to properly respond to a
correction.

With successful execution, we

con’t pg21
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SZ. Nr. CMKU/ DS/ 60888,
DOB: 21.07.2010,
Körkl. 1a, ZB: V, HD + ED: normal,
Back: clear

IPO-1-286 Pkt. C 100,
IPO-2-286 Pkt. C 99,
IPO-3-281 Pkt. C 100

TANGO

TANGO VIKAR IPO 3

Tango is a very impressive and masculine looking dog. He possess enormous speed and extreme drives. His overall
character is highlighted by pronounced self sureness and nerve steadiness. He is social with people and other dogs
In obedience he impresses through a tireless willingness to work. In protection he impresses with enormous grip
quality. He strikes with unreserved abandon. Has powerful guarding phases and displays exceptional guidability. All in
all, a dog for which protection is not a game
Genetically, Tango is not a fluke. His siblings are also being presented in Regional and National competitions. Both his
parents were successful participants at the WUSV World Championships

Contact: Anke Ehmann
Dog Training Center KEBERNIK
Kirtorf - Lehrbach Germany
Tel:+49 (0) 6635 230 Fax: +49 (0) 6635 1335
Cel: +49 (0) 171 6743846
Email webmaster@werner-kebernik.de

DOG TR

Cel-mobile: +49 151 172997
E-mail: ankeehmann@aol.com
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Ellute v. d. Mohnwiese Tom van’t Leefdaalhof
Aline v d Mohnwiese
Gordon v Wolfsblick
Chicco v d Fassanerie
Luna Westfalenspross
Connie v Drieirkenstein
Olix v Karthago
Tyson v d Schiffslache
Connie v Koernerplatz
Alfa v. d. Gligermuhle
Olex de Valsory
Wilma v Ketscher Wald Nelly v Ketscher Wald
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TRAINING PROGRAM
Understanding is secured through having clear and
consistent consequences for both decisions. (to focus on
the handler and to look away)
The training of this aspect is only complete when the
dog does not require any additional guidance or
corrections to stay focused. Once reliably
demonstrated, we are ready to proceed with taking a
single step. With a precise first step we reward the dog.
We repeat this process until we can see that the dog
executes this consistently. From well executed first steps
in a series, we have heeling.
We view heeling as a series of “first steps”. Each
equally important.
Once we see the dog will reliably execute the first step
precisely, a second first step would be added. In all
cases, helper stimulation/distraction is included in the
process. Compliance can take a number of training
session to achieve. Once compliance is achieved, the
level of distractive stimulation from the helper will be
gradually increased over a number of training sessions.
We do not accept a single step that does not meet the
criteria we have cultivated through the training process.
The first step must be precise or we do not take a second
step.
Failing to get the dog to fully execute on the first
command in training without additional influence from the
handler results in the dog performing the same way in
trials. Because they fail to recognize this key piece of the
evaluation process, many handlers are surprised (read
disappointed) that the dog will not perform to the levels
they believe they achieve in training. Some even accuse
the dog of being “trial wise” when in fact they are “handler
wise”.
Cont. pg 22

Located in Langley BC,

Corporate awards
Sports trophies
Custom engraving
Our showroom is open
Monday to Friday
8:30am to 5:00pm
To Place an Order or Get a Quote:
1(800) 665-2771
(604) 533-0171
Fax: (604) 533-1677
Email:
Trophies and Engraving trophies@centaurawards.com
Ribbons, Rosettess and Sashes
ribbons@centaurawards.com

ALL DO

GS BITE
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TRAINING PROGRAM

Dogs that are dependent on
help from the handler will not
perform in trials without that
help
Location when getting the first
command must not matter.

As a result of this lack of expectation
by the handler, the dogs quickly learn
to cheat. This inconsistent expectation
causes a predictable lack of precision,
where it really counts, in the trials.
If you don’t intend to insist on

In both the obedience and protection
phases the first step begins at the
edge of the field, with the heel
command. Heeling on to the field to
report into the judge is a crucial lead
into the trial performance.
Most handlers do not expect or
demand precision and absolute
attention in these moments in the
training process and in these
situations. Rather they resort to
helping.

compliance then don’t give the
command.
In our program, the dogs will learn to
be attentive, first without distraction
and then progress from the
motivational phase through the
proofing process, gradually increasing
the dog’s ability to work under ever
increasing levels of distraction.

This strategy is designed to
prepare the dog for heeling
precisely and with confidence in the
protection phase.
To ensure that will happen, the dog
must learn the precise technique
for each of the 3 components (sit,
attention, straight) of the heeling
exercise and that technique must
be cultivated to remain consistent
through the elevated levels of
distraction that come with
protection work.

EVERY S
TEP
COUNTS

Some days nothing seems to go right

Most handler will take some form of
action, be it through leash, hand
contact and/or voice stimulation, to
gain the dog’s attention at the edge
of the field, whether it is just handler
help through attraction or really a
correction will be clear once the trial
begins.
The net effect of continuous handler

help is the dog’s focus is lost at the
edge of the field and regaining that
focus once the routine begins is
extremely difficult.
OWER

IVE = P

EY DR
T + PR

IC

CONFL
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TRAIN FROM COMMAND TO COMMAND

Train from command to
command
Our dogs are trained to work from
command to command. This means
there are two key commands involved.
The one that starts the exercise (ie. Sit)
and the one that concludes the exercise.
(ie break)
Once concluded, the dog is free from the
rules of the command. Ideally the dog is
conditioned to expect a command that
releases it to play freely. Normally in the
early training stages, the dog is
rewarded in some form, immediately
following the release.

However............
Training can’t
protect you from
everything.

As training evolves from training the
components of a single exercises to
combining individual exercises into a
routine, the release command will
become more intermittent and less
predictable. Holding the dog in the
controlled situation longer and longer
over time builds drive and energy for the
next steps in the training or the routine.
With experience, the dog will begin to
expect the “break command” and will
load with anticipation. This expectation is
used by the handler to keep the dog
energized and pressurized throughout
the training or trial situations.

23

CONNECTING
Connect / Disconnect
Our goal in training is to promote
continuous attention from the dog
and to eliminate any signals from
the handler or the helper that the
dog could interpret as a disconnect
signal.
In obedience I want my dog’s eyes
riveted on me. I want those eyes to
light up with its tail wagging in
anticipation when I come close.
In protection I want the dog’s eyes
riveted on me in the obedience
portions and riveted to the helper in
guarding and escort portions.
The Dog
Generally the dog’s mind follows its
eyes. Wherever the dog is looking
is where its thoughts are. If it is not
looking at the handler then it is not
thinking about the handler. There
are however, situations where the
dog deliberately avoids looking at
the handler. This tells a different
story.
The relationship between dog and
handler manifests itself in the visual
contact the dog willingly maintains
with the handler. Strong indicators
of the relationship are what the dog
focuses on after the sit, down,
and/or stand. Even more of an
indicator is where the dog looks as
the handler comes to pick it up after
the sit and/or long down. Dogs that
are intensely focussed on the
handler have an expectation that
the handler is the bearer of great

things.
So many dogs look away as their
handler approaches. The question
is why?
There are very specific moments in
obedience where we are extra
careful to maintain the dog’s
attention that most trainers don’t
address. We are diligent in not
accepting simple compliance in
taking up and being in static
positions such as the long down, in
the sit, the down and the stand from
the motion exercises and when
picking up the dumbbells and
replacing the dumbbells. We work
intensely on making sure the dog
wants to pay attention through to
the next command.
The dog’s attention to the handler is
one of the 8 components (building
blocks) we employ in developing
obedience and protection. It is also
one of three components that
comprise every obedience exercise.
Executing it correctly is critical for
top level performances.
The Handler
In the training scenario, the
handler’s attention to the dog is
critical to achieving complete
attention from the dog. One
common factor of all top
competitors who train their own
dogs to a high level, is their intense
attention to the dog in all training
situations. One eye is always on the
dog. To help the handler to achieve

that, we utilize mirrors and other
trainers as aides but most
importantly we make extraordinary
efforts to eliminate those moments
when the handler simply
disconnects.
Primarily due to a lack of
awareness, many handlers do not
expect their dog to continue to be
attentive to them once in a static
position, whereas we view these as
critical training moments. We teach
the handlers to pay equal attention
to those moments.
It is not unusual to see handlers
break off contact while the dog is
static in the long down, in the sit,
the down and the stand of the
motion exercises and when picking
up the dumbbells and replacing the
dumbbells. Some even go as far as
turning away and have
conversations with bystanders or
other trainers.
From these moments, the dog
learns that when the handler is not
watching them they are free to look
at whatever they want. These
handlers have built in the
“disconnect signal” when they look
away from the dog.
At the moment the handler starts to
heel on to the field in a trial they
naturally look up to see where they
are going. At this moment the
switch/“disconnect signal” is turned
on. When that switch is on anything
can happen.
cont pg25
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CONNECTING
Like the dog, the handler’s mind
(thoughts/thinking) follows their
eyes. We take extra care to teach
the dog to focus on a fixed point in
the early training stages then
expand that attention into watching
the handler when either facing
towards or away from the dog. We
see these as key situations and both
situations are treated the same. In
the long down, we teach the dog to
stay focused on the blind. Attention
is cultivated exactly as we would in
any other situation. To achieve this
commitment from the dog, the
handler has to be totally focused
through the entire process of
teaching.

sessions. Unlike the handler, the
training helper has situations where
they can’t maintain visual contact,
however they have two other senses
by which they can maintain contact,
that being hearing and feeling.

constructive
The decisions on appropriate
actions that the training helpers
make in the training moments,

In the development of the dog, the
training helper has to be able to see
the dog’s behavior and adjust to that.
Equally important, the helper must
be able to hear and feel the dog and
adjust their actions accordingly.

should all be based on the
information they receive from these
three critical senses.

The Training Helper
The training helper has equal
responsibility to remain attentive to
the dog throughout the training

The helpers must be constantly
attentive to all of the dog’s
behaviours because the dog’s
subsequent behaviour is profoundly
influenced by their decisions.
The fewer moments where the
helper disconnects from the dog the
better the results.
It is not enough that the training
helper execute moves in sequence.
Learning and then executing moves
in a specific order more often than
not, fails to take into account the
dog’s behaviour. Nor is it conducive
to adaptability subsequent to the
movement/action and as a result, the
dog’s response is often not
25

Interesting training articles and videos for every canine owner
from pet to competition

Innovative training solutions

www.dogtrainerresource.com
CANADA and USA authorized dealer for Educator Training Collars.

Rugged design with programmable BOOST and CLEAN stimulation.

Focus on the Helper
Changing the focus to the helper for the
escape pick up from guarding and transport
exercises
Being in the basic position and heeling position
are situations where the dog has been
conditions to remain attentive to the handler.
When the work on attention under extreme
distraction is successful, the dogs become
unwilling to look to the helper.
Because the dogs have initially learned to not
break off contact with the handler, they then
need to be shown that on a specific command
they should change their focus to the helper.

FUSS

HELPER

FUSS

Teaching this is done first without the helper
being present. Utilizing prey drive and the dog’s
prey drive equipment (tug/sack/ball), the handler
can begin the process of showing the dog how
to behave on the command to watch elsewhere.
Once the dog has demonstrated the
understanding of the command in low
stimulation and distraction situations, the work
with the helper can begin.
While in the basic position the dog is given
heel and watch the helper commands. We use
Fuss and Helper primarily. This work is
repeated from the basic position until the dog
shows a clear understanding and reliability on
single commands.
This focus towards the helper on the “helper”
command is the basis for the dog maintaining
attentionto the helper in the call out for the
escape, the side and back transport and picking
up the dog in the guarding phases after the out.

HELPER HEEL HELPER

HEEL HELPER HEEL
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BLIND SEARCH

BLIND SEARCH What the dog needs to know to
make learning the blind search as
easy as possible.
Before we begin teaching the search
exercise the dog will be able to execute
the following:
• the full prey cycle (bark – bite –
pull – carry – hold- out)
• the hold and bark in the blind

•

a very secure, consistent
response to the “here”
command and in doing so,
demonstrate all 3 components
(absolute attention, sit, straight
& close) that make up the front
position.

•

Our dogs will also be very
confident with the remote
collar and fully understand
how to control it.

The more secure the dog is with all
of these parts, the easier the learning
process for the blind search will be.

•

release the sleeve on command
and remain clean.

•

a very secure, consistent
The blind search exercise is
response to the “heel”
developed in stages;
command and in doing so,
1. The dog must learn to go
demonstrate all 3 components
around one blind to get to the
(absolute attention, sit, straight
helper.
& close) that make up the basic
2. The dog must subsequently
position.

learn to go around the blind,
then come to the front
position at the handler before
being directed to the helper.
3. The dog must learn to search
blinds in sequence, from
either side of the field.
It is necessary for the dog to learn to
go to the selected blind as directed,
no matter where the helper, is visible
or not.
This progression is always done with
the helper(s) on the field. They are
usually placed outside the 6th blind,
however it is normal to have a
helper near a blind that the dog is
not being directed to search. We
deliberately do this to proof the dog
and in the process, create some
conflict.

Searching as directed for hidden adversaries has serious handler safety issues for service dog handlers
The search for the helper is not a race or a slalom around blinds. It is a deliberate and purposeful search of each blind weather
the dog knows there is a helper in blind 6 or not. This is an exercise with a very practical applications and demonstrating that
purpose is the key element in the evaluation of the work.

CHECKING OUT

CHECKING IN
cont pg 31
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HA AKON
SUPER INTENSITY

RELENTLESS ENERGY

BRILLIANT RETRIEVING
MONSTEROUS GRIPS

POWERFUL JUMPING
HINDERS POWERFULLY

STRIKES QUICKLY AND POWERFULLY

WORLD CLASS

Line breeding

3-3 Asko v.d Lutter
World Champion / German Champion
Vico /Cilly Wolfendobel 5-5

www.bergblickgermanshepherds.com

bergblickshepherds@shaw.ca

604 308 3187

BLIND SEARCH

Maintaining conflict to make
dominant power barking
“normal”
One of the big challenges with
teaching the blind search is to
maintain the dog’s ability to come
into the last blind with speed and
purpose and then begin barking with
such tone tempo and expression that
the helper is impressed enough that
that they are reluctant to move or
even look away. (thus the Hold in
Bark & Hold) To do this well the dog
must shift over from prey to offensive
fight drive.
Teaching the blind search inherently
promotes prey drive exclusively
however prey drive is a “reactive to
movement drive” and dissipates
quickly without movement from the
helper. The end result of prey based
searches is that the hold and bark is
far too often mechanical and
unconvincing at best. More like
begging.

Powerful and dominant barking in the
blind comes from prey drive and
conflict combined. (Prey drive + conflict
= power)
To achieve that after the blind search,
we deliberately create situational
conflict in conjunction with the “here”
command when we teach the search.
We use that emotional association to
the command to maintain the balance
of prey drive and conflict.

Adding the “here” command
The main objective of this process is
to have the dog believe that getting
to the handler quickly is the best and
only opportunity to get to the helper.
We don’t want the dog plotting
against the handler the entire time it
is searching for the helper.
We use the remote collar on low
stimulation levels to support the
exercise in the learning stages and
on correction levels to reinforce that
not cooperating is a poor choice.
This also supports the conflict
necessary to keep the dog balanced
between prey drive and offensive
fight drive when it gets to the helper.
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we breed only the best quality dogs which are
titled and proven producers with balanced
temperament and high drive for work!

XULU v. BERGBLICK
IPO2 KKl
OUTSTANDING MASCULINE DOG
BRINGS NATURAL AGGRESSION

Intimidating power barking
Full hard bite
Powerful strikes
High energy obedience
Calm sure tracker
sire;

XULU (LOUIE) IS A DREAM DOG THAT
COMES ALONG ONCE IN A LIFETIME
THE PERFECT BALANCE OF PREY DRIVE
AND NATURAL AGGRESSION.
HANDLING THIS POWER HOUSE IS NEVER
ROUTINE
LANCE COLLINS

Dam:

V

Yoschy v Steintal SCH3 (SG - WUSV) Kk1
Ondra v Essenbach SCH1

for information contact:
janeholowaty@gmail.com

Trial Helper Work
Challenging and catching the

incoming dog
One of the two core elements in safely
challenging and then catching incoming
dogs comes from the helper staying on the
center line of the dog’s approach.
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The motion of the helper should remain
moving forward and the helper should
engage the dog with their lead leg stepping
past, immediately beside the oncoming dog.
As the dog makes contact with the sleeve,
the helper simply allows the dogs weight and
forward momentum to turn them.
The timing required is getting the correct leg
to lead in the step through motion. Once that
happens two options remain.
For those extraordinarily fast dogs in the
moment of stepping through with the lead
leg, the helpers weight remains directly on
the one trailing leg leaving the lead leg free
to step down where-ever the spin takes
them. With all their weight on the trailing foot
it is easy to allow the dogs momentum to
execute the pivot.
For the more normal dogs, stepping through
with the lead leg and transferring the helpers
weight to the lead leg then leaves the
rearmost leg free to spin out of the way of
the dog and to step down where-ever the
spin takes them.
This is done in a manner similar to how a
judo expert uses the weight and forward
momentum of a pressing opponent, to turn
and control them.
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Trial HelperBITE
Work
PROTECTION

The helper should not try to
time a spin or turn before the
dog engages the sleeve.
For the helper to execute a spin the
helper must engage a lot of muscles
all at the correct instant. That
complex motion combined with the
varying speed of different dogs and
the fact that many dogs change
their speed of approach as they get
closer to the helper makes correctly
timing a spin extremely challenging.
Once a helper is committed to a
spin any change in the dogs speed
or angle of attack puts the helper
completely out of position to safely
engage the dog.
It is not about when to spin, rather it
is about allowing the dogs
momentum to turn the helper thus
eliminating the risk of mis-timed
spins.
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The centerline is the safe zone

CORRECT

The core element in safely challenging and
then catching incoming dogs comes from
the helper staying on the centerline of the
dog’s approach.
When they leave the center line things
can go badly

INCORRECT

In the long attack from motion the biggest
mistake helpers make is in trying to push the
dog to one side or the other by moving their
body out of the centerline, leaving only the
sleeve. Most do this by backing away.

Excellent foot placement and body
motion towards the dog

INCORRECT

Built into the dog’s genetics is the most
effective means to intercept the quickly
changing direction and forward motion of
escaping prey.
The best example of this technique would be
like a fighter pilot firing their bullets into
space ahead of the fleeing opponent, timing
them to arrive at that point just as the enemy
plane gets there.

CORRECT

CORRECT

Similarly the dog makes every effort to
intercept the fast moving prey by targeting a
point just ahead and arranging themselves
to be there at the same time as the prey.
By staying in the middle line, the helper
eliminates this need of interception. The dog
then can power straight through in a direct
line to the helper.

ERE IS NO
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Backing away from the dog
with the lead leg

CORRECT

lead leg stepping past the dog while
moving towards the dog
cont pg 38
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ANKA v FUCHSSTEIN IPO1
to be bred to

Finn v Metterursprung
IPO3 (SG-WUSV) Kkl
Sire: SG Kinski v Heidhof IPO3 (SG-BSP)
KK1

5 x BSP competitor

Dam: V Wendy v Fuchsstein IPO 2 KK1
line bred: Yoschy vd Dollenwiese 4-4 ;

lrcollins@shaw.ca

Litter Due: May 2015

When the helper moves their body out
of the centerline in a misguided effort to
allow the dog the opportunity to run through
to the arm without risk, they set in motion a
counter movement that actually makes it
quite risky for the dog.
The dogs automatically adjust to intercept
the helper by targeting a point in space
ahead of the helpers new direction of
movement. The fact that the helper is
backing into that new direction is irrelevant.
In the moment the helper moves off the
centerline the dog automatically recalculates
the intercept point and all its efforts are
directed at being at that point at the correct
moment.
Once the dog starts to turn, it cannot launch
the jump effectively. The helper is then at a
disadvantage because their expectation is
that the dog would continue in a straight line.

The helper leaves the center line and initiates the spin
backwards before the dog engages. Lead leg moving
backwards
This dog’s body is twisted exposing the entire underbelly as
it tries to turn in the air to adjust to the helper moving
sideways and turning before the dog engages the sleeve

The speed, the turning motion and lack of
elevation of the dog then leaves the helper
unable to readjust properly. The end result is
the dog impacts the arm low and then
follows directly into the helpers body.
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